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QB POS
We will look at how you can use Groups and Assemblies.
1. We will start by discussing the difference between a Group and an
Assembly. Groups allow you sell two or more items together (e.g. an
ensemble or a gift basket) the individual items can still be sold separately.
Assemblies take two or more items and put them together to create a
New Item (e.g. a bicycle hub, a rim, and spokes got together to create a
bicycle Wheel) the individual items are taken out of inventory and cannot
be sold separately.
2. To build a Group you must first create an Item in Inventory and the Item
Type will be Group and Save the new Item.
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3. Next we will select the items that will be part of the Group. Show the
Item Details and click on Group.

4. Now we will click on Edit Group, and add the desired items. Then Save
your Group.
5. You can then make the Group a Style for each Size and Color you wish
to sell.
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6. Now to create an Assembly you will basically do the same thing, except
the Item Type will be Assembly, and Save.

.
7. Show the Item Details and click on Assembly.
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8. Now we will click on Edit Assembly, and add the desired items. Then
Save your Assembly.

9. Now with an Assembly we need to Build it. In order to Build an Assembly you
must be on the Item in stock to assemble the New Item. Click on Edit
Assembly.
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10. Now enter the number of Assemblies you are going to Build. Click Build to
build the Item / Assembly. Click OK, click Save.

Note:
If you check your Inventory you will see you have 10 0.5 L Bottles of Basil Olive Oil, 2
0.5 L empty Basil bottles and no 5 L Basil Oil left in stock.
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